
SecurID Authenticator for iOS and
Android Administrator's Guide – Mobile Lock

About This Guide

This guide is an appendix to the Administrator Guide for SecurID Authenticator for iOS and Android, covering the
Mobile Lock product offering.

In a future version, this appendix will be directly integrated in the Administrator guide.

Summary

RSA Mobile Lock detects critical threats to a mobile device and restricts the user’s ability to authenticate until the
threat issue is resolved.  It allows IT to establish trust by verifying mobile devices across the attack surface,
systematically protecting against threats, and securing any device to mitigate those threats. With RSA Mobile
Lock, IT can investigate a threat without delay, preventing risk while the issue is being resolved. As more people
increasingly rely on personal devices to authenticate, RSA Mobile Lock helps manage device security in real time
and maintain the security of the RSA mobile app they rely on to authenticate.

Requirements

l RSA mobile lock is only available as a product add-on to certain ID Plus packages. Please check with your
account manager how to get more information on this product add-on.

l SecurID Authenticator for iOS and Android, V4.1 and above, with loaded credential to a Cloud
Authentication Service for which RSA mobile lock has been enabled.

Note: Requirements above are both mandatory to get RSA Mobile lock enabled on a mobile authenticator. For
example, it means that even if RSA mobile lock is enabled, a user with SecurID Authenticator for iOS and
Android V4.1 but with only Authentication Manager credentials loaded will not have RSA mobile lock enabled on
their device.

Threat List

RSA mobile lock can detect and act on many different threats. Currently, a limited set of threats has been
implemented. In future versions, this list will be extended, and will be configurable.

Threat Description
Threat
ID

Device
compromised via
iOS malicious
profile

The device was compromised by a sophisticated kill chain attack that started with
a malicious iOS profile and ended leaving the device compromised.
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Device The device was compromised by a sophisticated kill chain attack that started with 122
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Threat Description
Threat
ID

compromised via
malicious app

a malicious app and ended leaving the device compromised.

File System
Changed A file system change occurred. Modifications made to files in the file system may

sometimes lead to a malicious event.
23

Elevation of
Privileges (EOP) A malicious process that results in the elevation of privileges on the mobile device

allows an attacker to take full control of the device.
12

App Tampering Existing app libraries may have been modified, or a foreign library may have been
injected into the app.

75

Android Device -
Possible Tampering Possible tampering may have occurred with the Android device. 71

Device
Jailbroken/Rooted Existing app libraries may have been modified, or a foreign library may have been

injected into the app.
39

System Tampering System tampering is a process of removing security limitations that are in place
by the device manufacturer, and it indicates that the device is fully compromised
and can no longer be trusted.

37

MITM - SSL Strip A man-in-the-middle attack using SSL stripping allows a malicious attacker to
change HTTPS traffic to HTTP, so they can hijack traffic, steal credentials, and
deliver malware to the device

14

Suspicious Android
App A known malicious app attempts to control the device in some manner, such as

elevation of privileges or spyware.
13

Threat Detection

When a threat is detected on a user mobile device, the user ability to authenticate is restricted until the threat is
resolved.

From the use point of view, they will see the impacted credential ‘blanked out’ with an error message.
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Note: Any pushed Notification or Biometric authentication related to this credential will also be blocked, and
redirect the user to the screen above.

When tapping for detail, the user will be presented with the following type of notice:
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The format of the message here is as follows:

(Threat ID) Critical Threat Detected (Cloud Authentication Service tenant)

The Cloud Authentication Service tenant can be useful if you’re using multiple Cloud Authentication Service
tenants.

The Threat ID refers to the ID listed in the threat list above and will allow identifying the exact threat.

Threat Resolution

As mentioned in the notice above, user will have to escalate any threat detection to your IT Help Desk for
resolution. Certain threats, such as Device Jailbroken/Rooted (Threat ID: 39) could be identified and resolved
between the US and your IT Help Desk.

In any other cases, your IT Help Desk will have to raise a support case to RSA help desk, using establish support
process. RSA will then be able to evaluate the issue further, and to provide more information to help with
resolution.
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